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In this new edition, we go through the new steps we've taken and that have allowed us to get back to our
regular activities, such as a full schedule and the strengthening of our extracurricular activities offer, 
 achievements thar we can make as a community thanks to everyone's commitment and collaboration.
Also, we show you our 12th grader Vittoria Velasco's adventure, as the only representative of our region in
a very special talent show. Don't miss this new edition of our school's newsletter!

be tisls
school life and community

Like a “full stadium”, we could
describe September’s edition of
our Cultural Extension Program.
This time, the analyzed subject
was Chilean soccer’s history,
and was in charge of the
Universidad de Chile’s academic
Sebastián Salinas.

Reasuming our full schedules in
october, is a step that makes us
proud and at the same time,
demands us to keep a rigorous
selfcare system to go on over
the way back to normality,
always aiming to avoid sanitary
exposures. This is a step we
take togather, as a commited
community.
 

We added five interesting and
entertaining options to our
programmatical grid. Dance,
skate, taekwondo, volleyball
and athletics, are some of the
alternatives for our students
this third term.

Check them out!

new schedules activities

September 2021

chilean soccer

https://www.tisls.cl/portal/desde-el-lunes-4-de-octubre-se-amplia-la-jornada-escolar/
https://www.tisls.cl/portal/sumamos-nuevas-academias-check-out-our-new-extracurricular-activities/
https://www.tisls.cl/portal/la-historia-del-futbol-chileno-fue-protagonista-en-una-nueva-edicion-de-nuestro-programa-de-extension-cultural-tisls-chilean-soccers-history-was-the-main-subject-in-septembers-edit/


COVID-19 vaccination

TISLS' YOUNG TALENT

On September 27th, the
Government began the
national vaccination
campaign against Covid-19,
for children between 6 and
11 years old. 
Eventhough there is no
established date for this
process so far at TISLS, its
important that our
community is informed
about it. Here you can find
some important aspects
about the vaccine (in
spanish). 

VITTORIA VELASCO
 

Young students at TISLS have a variety of
talents, personalities and dreams, that
make every one of them a special
member of our community.

Vittoria Velasco is one of them. With 17
years old, out 12th grader has become an
artistic revelation through music as part
of a particular talent show that combines
art and social causes.

“Talentoso” was broadcasted through
different digital platforms, and aims to
give financial support to social causes
that have been affected by the
pandemic. Every contestant represents
one of this causes, in Vittoria’s case,
glacial conservation.

 
 
 
 
 

children 6-11 years old

https://www.tisls.cl/portal/vacunacion-contra-el-covid-19-en-establecimientos-educacionales/
https://www.tisls.cl/portal/talento-joven-en-tisls-el-desarrollo-artistico-de-vittoria-velasco-tisls-talents-vittoria-velasco/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=gegF61rNx_4

